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Class struggle today unfolds and intensiies
around the issue of debt.
Maurizio Lazzarato

Everyone knows that law is inseparable itself
from how to avoid it, that the law tells us,
even with great pleasure, how to avoid it.
Gilles Deleuze
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In he Making of the Indebted Man, Maurizio
Lazzarato retakes the work of several philosophers
(Nietzsche, Deleuze, Guattari, Marx, etc.), positing
the dictatorship of the economy of debt as the primary
mechanism of global exploitation and domination.
In his analysis, the supposedly current economy of
exchange that implies equality is unmasked. Debt operates
based on a relationship of forces –power diferentials–
between the owner and the non owner of capital,
which moves transversely across the planet neither
restrained by national borders, nor distinguishing
between worker and unemployed, producer and pensioner.
his can be seen in the new crisis scenarios by which the
redistribution of precariousness has led to an increasing
convergence between the working classes of the global
North and South. he division between center and
periphery blurs.1 Neoliberal policies ensure that no one
escapes this logic. Even without direct, daily relations
with this system –via the use of credit cards or other
personal credit– the population has been forced to
assume public debts via the prohibition of monetizing
social debt and is thus at the mercy of being bled dry
by international inancial markets. Lazzarato notes a
chilling reality: each French baby is born with a
debt of EUR 22000. he eiciency and perversity
of the mechanism of debt, which for many marks
the beginning of capitalism, depends on the kind
of temporality that it produces. Capitalism makes the

passage of the inite debt to the ininite one possible and
thus owns time. It mainly owns the future, the time of
promises, the possibility of action and the illusion of
choice of the subject, becoming master of our subjectivity
and producing it: “Money is embodied in man”.2
Our existence within the economy of debt has
become so second nature such that we are able to believe
we live in a state of symbiosis with the inancial system and
that our lives must be aligned with growth expectations
and ininite debt. he premise is that life and capitalism
are so intertwined that the end of capitalism would, in
fact, be the end of the world.3 he Russian collective
Chto Delat describes it like this: “Everywhere, it seems,
people live awaiting new disasters, unable to trust one
another or build a better future because their very status
is but a perverse blackmail disguised as the only escape
from a yet more extreme disaster.”4
he ability to see beyond this new catechism in
which –as noted by Lazzarato– original sin has been
replaced by generational debt, begins by understanding
and dismantling its operation. Although some terms
keep clear references to a religious logic (perpetual
accelerated growth, banking ethics, tax haven, etc.),
inancial dictatorship is obfuscated via technical
language for the initiated few and to which the
general population –the barbarians who do not speak

1. Nancy Fraser, Roque Urbieta Hernández y Fabiola Navarro, «he battle for neoliberal
hegemony: an interview with Nancy Fraser» en https://opendemocracy.net/roque-urbieta-hernandez-fabiola-navarro-nancy-fraser/battle-for-neoliberal-hegemony.
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the language of empire– do not have access. It becomes
therefore almost impossible to discuss its principles or
strategies, although they are reported publicly.5
Given Núria Güell’s deep understanding of the
danger of this opacity very well, the raw material of
her work is largely information: guides to expropriate
money from banks, master plans to rob them, contracts
for evicted people, creation and donation of tax havens
to anti-capitalist activists, international tax consulting
irms to disobey the troika, etc. he important question
here is, what happens to the information that is associated
with her artistic practice? I propose that the process of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization (from reality
to the art world and back to reality again) that Güell
performs with legal and inancial data produces a diferent
strain of information. A strain that is simultaneously
action/Perseus’shield/passport/sentence/strategy/shelter,
etc., that has been recovered for the barbarians and
that, above all, produces future. A future snatched
from inancial dictatorship using its very own tools,
for the evicted workers, the activists, the migrant
population... and, I hope, mainly for her.
he horizon of action from which Güell operates
has always seduced me, and I would like to explain this
attraction and put it in perspective with a historical
discussion –recently activated in my own environment–
about the best way to confront power: the 2014 social
mobilization in Mexico reacting to the forced
disappearance of forty-three students from the Escuela
5. Christian Marazzi, he Violence of Financial Capitalism, 2011.
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Normal Rural Raúl Isidro Burgos, of Ayotzinapa. his event
generated a dispute between, on the one hand, people
who insisted that peaceful and organized demonstrations
were the only feasible way to be recognized as a legitimate
social force –and on the other, those pushing a direct
action agenda with violent clashes:
“Our collective reputation as a social movement
depends on acting according to our constitutional rights,
and on using the media with honesty and dignity. [...] All
impatience or adventurism could result in endangering
our comrades and fellow ighters. All “direct action”,
simulated by police agents or by misguided activists,
is a betrayal of the social movement”.6
his quote by the curator Cuauhtémoc Medina was
part of a text that generated a heated social network
debate. His view is associated with the discussion between
theory and practice. Adorno reviewed this dispute
in the context of the student movement of 68 in the text
Marginalia to heory and Praxis (1969). In it he quotes
a student: “Whoever occupies himself with theory,
without acting practically, is a traitor to socialism”.7
Instead, Adorno’s position is the opposite:
“here are many who ind the excuse plausible that
only barbaric means are still efective against the barbaric
totality. Yet in the meantime a threshold value of
acceptance has been reached. What, ity years ago, and
for but a short period of time even in the eyes of those
who nourished the all too abstract and illusory hope
6. Cuauhtémoc Medina, «Los de casco también son ultras» in Tzopilotl Apuntes críticos,
Mexico, November 21st 2014.
7. heodor W. Adorno, Cultural Criticism and Society II.
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for a total transformation might have appeared justiied
–that is, violence– ater the experience of the National
Socialist and Stalinist atrocities and in the face of the
longevity of totalitarian repression is inextricably linked
to that which needs to be transformed.”8
In these quotes, the recurrence of such a drastic term
as the traitor should not go unnoticed, and its deinition
seems somehow linked to the deinition discussed
previously:
“he concept of the traitor comes from the eternal
reserves of collective repression, whatever its coloration
may be. [...] In truth it is the one who sins against his
own autonomy who deserves to be called a traitor.”9
Per Adorno, Güell’s artistic practice is precisely the
reverse operation to treason. She insistently works to
create autonomy action bubbles for her partners and
collaborators or, to put it in terms of time, future bubbles.
By making an ofering of autonomy to others the artist
safeguards her owns.
Her modus operandi is profoundly interesting,
as it would seem to resolve the dichotomy between
theory and praxis, between direct action and peaceful
demonstration. In contrast with the Deleuze quote that
I used as an epigraph, not everyone has a mind as clear
as Güell relative to law avoidance within its own frame.10
Having studied the furthest reaches of the inancial
system, the artist uses the enemy’s own force against it
and redirects capitalism’s own force against it. Her direct
8. Adorno, op. cit..
9. Adorno, op. cit..
10. Gilles Deleuze, Power. Seminar Lectures Foucault, II.
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and highly efective confrontations with power systems
are legal in nature, resisting the narcissistic temptation
of many activists to become martyrs to their own cause.
his seems essential because, in addition to the almost
zero efectiveness of becoming a martyr of a movement,
in Adorno’s words, “if someone sacriices not only his
intellect but himself as well, then no one should prevent
him, although objectively false martyrdom does exist. To
make a commandment out of the sacriice belongs to the
fascist repertoire”.11
As a child I was given a history book about he long
journey to Rome, describing a historical process that I
had always heard of as the “barbarian invasions”. I think
the power of Núria Güell’s work comes largely from
inding a third way between the invasion and the long
journey of the barbarians. I do not know how to call it
but, for sure, I will follow it closely.

11. Adorno, op. cit., p. 692.
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